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KITCHEN / BATHROOM / LAUNDRY

Polished Stainless Steel 
Kitchen & Laundry Sinks
oliveri.com.au
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FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS,  
WE’VE TAKEN OLIVERI TO THE WORLD.

Featured products:  
Monet sink (MO70U) and Essente square goose neck pull out mixer (SS2575)
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We’ve come a long way from an 
unassuming suburban factory where  
our business began way back in 1947.  
It was at Watkins and Starr, now  
Oliveri Solutions, a modest domestic 
metal fabricator in Adelaide, South 
Australia, that a highly skilled and 
dedicated team pioneered the deep 
drawing process in Australia.

It was the beginning of something 
extraordinary. Today, Oliveri is Australia’s 
only commercial pressed bowl sink 
manufacturer and one of this country’s 
best home grown success stories.

Australian made. Global success.

Our design expertise and commitment 
to quality continue. We now import  
and distribute a wide range of taps, 
sinks and water filter systems across  
nine countries, including Australia,  
New Zealand, and the USA.

The vast range and superior design  
of our sinks and taps are enjoyed  
by homeowners around the world  
and the Oliveri name continues to  
be synonymous with style, quality,  
and home grown success.

Did you know? 

Our founders decided on the name 
‘Oliveri’ in a local Adelaide restaurant, 
by voting on names written on  
napkins. The accent in Oliveri is  
the tick that sealed the deal!

FROM HUMBLE BEGINNINGS,  
WE’VE TAKEN OLIVERI TO THE WORLD.

3
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Nu-Petite 

VT0398C
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

Colander
Fits into bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Utility tray
Extends the versatility  
of your sink by providing 
extra space.

NP653
1550W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE  /  5 SIDE  BOWL  28 LITRE 

 

NP610
460W x 500H x 200D  

5 SIDE  BOWL  28 LITRE 

  

NP63U
881W x 506H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE  /  5 SIDE  BOWL  28 LITRE 

 

NP61U LH Bowl (NP62U RH Bowl)
791W x 506H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  11 LITRE  

 

NP650U
410W x 450H x 200D  

MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE 

  

NP615 LH Bowl (NP616 RH Bowl)
775W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  11 LITRE 

 

NP663
875W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE  /  5 SIDE  BOWL  28 LITRE

  

NP60U
890W x 515H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2) 30 LITRE

 

NP611 LH Bowl (NP612 RH Bowl)
1150W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  11 LITRE 

 

NP601 LH Bowl (NP602 RH Bowl)
1080W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE  /  ½  BOWL  9 LITRE 

 

NP621 LH Bowl (NP622 RH Bowl)
825W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE 

 

NP671 LH Bowl (NP672 RH Bowl)
1250W x 500H x 200D  /  MAIN BOWL 30 LITRE  /  5 SIDE  BOWL  28 LITRE 

 

Features /
Proudly Aussie made 
The Nu-Petite is one of the  
many ranges of stainless steel 
sinks that we produce out  
of our factory in Adelaide.

Yours for life
This unique sink comes with a 
lifetime manufacturer’s warranty* 
for your peace of mind.

Premium material
Constructed from 304 grade, 
18/10 stainless steel for excellent 
hygiene and durability.

Custom made accessories
Custom fitted bamboo chopping 
board, colander and utility tray 
quickly transforms your sink into 
a food preparation centre. 

Large bowl capacity
With the main bowl holding  
up to 30 litres, you’ll be able  
to soak your large pots and pans.

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

PT2010C
WELS 4 star  
7.5L per min
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MO70U
820W x 500H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL (x2) 24 LITRE 

 

MO71U LH Bowl  
(MO72U RH Bowl)
675W x 500H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL  24 LITRE  /  
 ½  BOWL  9 LITRE  

 

Monet 

SS2575
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

MO711 LH Bowl (MO712 RH Bowl)
1100W x 500H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL 24 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  11 LITRE  

 

MO771 LH Bowl (MO772 RH Bowl)
1200W x 500H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2) 24 LITRE

 

MO763
815W x 500H x 180D 

MAIN BOWL (x2) 24 LITRE

 

MO753
1500W x 500H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2) 24 LITRE

 

Colander
Fits into the bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Utility tray
Extends the versatility  
of your sink by  
providing extra space.

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Featured products:  
Monet sink (MO70U)  
and Essente goose neck  
pull out mixer (SS2525)

14864003
WELS 4 star
7.0L per min

Features /
Proudly Aussie made 
The Monet is one of the many ranges  
of stainless steel sinks that we produce 
out of our factory in Adelaide.

Yours for life
This unique sink comes with  
a lifetime manufacturer’s  
warranty* for your peace of mind.

Premium material
Constructed from 304 grade,  
18/10 stainless steel for  
excellent hygiene and durability.

Custom made accessories
Custom fitted bamboo  
chopping board, colander  
and utility tray quickly  
transforms your sink into  
a food preparation centre.

Undermount installation
Get the sleek and  
stylish look with an  
undermount installation.

Unique shape
The unique shape of  
the Monet bowls have  
made it a crowd favourite.

Large bowl capacity
With the main bowl  
holding up to 24 litres,  
you’ll be able to soak  
your large pots and pans.
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Colander
Fits into the bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Utility tray
Extends the versatility  
of your sink by  
providing extra space.

Diaz 

DZ153
1430W x 480H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2)  21 LITRE

 

DZ23TU
775W x 500H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL (x2) 21 LITRE 

  

DZ10U
770W x 480H x 180D 

MAIN BOWL (x2) 21 LITRE 

 

DZ150U
360W x 430H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL 21 LITRE 

  

DZ121 LH Bowl (DZ122 RH Bowl)
770W x 480H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL  21 LITRE

 

DZ133
1080W x 480H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL  21 LITRE

 

DZ101 LH Bowl (DZ102 RH Bowl)
980W x 480H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL 21 LITRE  /  ½  BOWL  7 LITRE 

 

DZ163
770W x 480H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL (x2) 21 LITRE

 

DZ111 LH Bowl (DZ112 RH Bowl)
1080W x 480H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL  21 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  11 LITRE  

 

DZ171 LH Bowl (DZ172 RH Bowl)
1200W x 480H x 180D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2)  21 LITRE

 

Features /
Proudly Aussie made 
The Diaz is one of the 
many ranges of stainless 
steel sinks that we 
produce out of our  
factory in Adelaide.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing the 
signature Oliveri logo  
come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Premium material
Constructed from 304 
grade, 18/10 stainless  
steel for excellent  
hygiene and durability.

Custom made 
accessories
Custom fitted bamboo 
chopping board, utility  
tray and colander quickly 
transforms your sink into  
a food preparation centre. 

Undermount 
installation
Get the sleek and  
stylish look with an 
undermount installation.

Large tap landing
A large tap landing allows 
for more than just one  
tap hole - perfect for  
your satellite filter or 
instant boiling tap.

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

VT0398C
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

PT2010C
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min
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LakeLand 

Features /
Proudly Aussie made 
The LakeLand is one of  
the many ranges of 
stainless steel sinks that 
we produce out of our 
factory in Adelaide.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing  
the signature Oliveri logo 
come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Premium material
Constructed from 304 
grade, 18/10 stainless  
steel for excellent  
hygiene and durability.

Colander
Fits into the bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Bench top drainer tray 
Protects your benchtop  
when draining dishes or 
defrosting food.

LL136 LH Bowl (LL137 RH Bowl)
1080W x 480H x 155D  

MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  12 LITRE

 

LL156 LH Bowl (LL157 RH Bowl)
1200W x 480H x 155D  

MAIN BOWL (x2) 17 LITRE

 

LL126 LH Bowl (LL127 RH Bowl)
980W x 480H x 155D  

MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE  /  ½  BOWL  7 LITRE

 

LL116 LH Bowl (LL117 RH Bowl)
770W x 480H x 155D  

MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE

 

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

SS2525
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

14815003
WELS 4 star
7.0L per min
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Features /
Proudly Aussie made  
The Petite is one of the 
many ranges of stainless 
steel sinks that we 
produce out of our  
factory in Adelaide.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing  
the signature Oliveri logo 
come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Premium material
Constructed from 304 
grade, 18/10 stainless  
steel for excellent  
hygiene and durability.

Custom made 
accessories
Custom fitted bamboo 
chopping board and 
colander quickly transform 
your sink into a food 
preparation centre. 

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Colanders
Fits into the bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

Petite 

PE311 LH Bowl (PE312 RH Bowl)
1080W x 480H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL 21 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  11 LITRE

 

PE301 LH Bowl (PE302 RH Bowl)
980W x 480H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL 21 LITRE  /  ½  BOWL  7 LITRE

 

PE321 LH Bowl (PE322 RH Bowl)
770W x 480H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL 21 LITRE

 

PE353
1430W x 480H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL (x2) 21 LITRE

 

PE341
1430W x 480H x 180D  

MAIN BOWL 21 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  11 LITRE

 

Feature Accessories /  Visit oliveri.com.au 
to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

SS2520
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

SS2515
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

14803003
WELS 4 star
7.5L per min
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Feature Accessories /  Visit oliveri.com.au 
to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Ultraform / 
Martini / 
Titan 

Features /
Proudly Aussie made  
Stainless steel sinks 
produced out of our  
factory in Adelaide.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing the 
signature Oliveri logo  
come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Premium material
Constructed from 304 
grade, 18/10 stainless  
steel for excellent  
hygiene and durability.

Colander
Fits into bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

Bowl Protector
Protects the bowl from  
scratching. A protector is 
provided for each bowl.

SS2575
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

SS2540
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

UF13D
1385W x 470H x 190D  /  DEEP BOWL (x2) 21 LITRE

 

UF01 LH Bowl (UF02 RH Bowl)
890W x 470H x 155D  /  MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE

 

UF16
1180W x 470H x 155D  /  MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE

 

Ultraform / 

MR501 LH Bowl (MR502 RH Bowl)
740W x 350H x 155D  /  ¾ BOWL 12 LITRE

 

440
410W x 490H x 190D  /  DEEP BOWL 21 LITRE

  

Martini / 

TN890U
760W x 455H x 255D  /  TITAN BOWL 65 LITRE

  

Titan / 

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

14815003
WELS 4 star
7.0L per min

Featured products:  
Titan sink (TN890U) and 
Hansgrohe Talis S2 pull out 
spray mixer (14864003)
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Colander
Fits into bowl and is the  
perfect place to strain pasta  
or rinse vegetables.

Preparation board 
A bamboo board perfect  
for food preparation  
that fits into the bowl.

Bench top drainer tray 
Protects your benchtop  
when draining dishes or 
defrosting food.

Endeavour 

Features /
Proudly Aussie made 
The Endeavour is one of 
the many ranges of 
stainless steel sinks that 
we produce out of our 
factory in Adelaide.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing the 
signature Oliveri logo 
come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Premium material
Constructed from 304 
grade, 18/10 stainless  
steel for excellent  
hygiene and durability.

SS2515
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

EE23TU
775W x 500H x 155D  

MAIN BOWL (x2) 17 LITRE

 

EE63U
750W x 455H x 155D 

MAIN BOWL (x2) 17 LITRE

EE50U
546W x 426H x 190D  

LARGE BOWL 35 LITRE

  

EE30U
350W x 405H x 155D  

MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE

  

EE01 LH Bowl (EE02 RH Bowl)
980W x 480H x 155D  /  MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE  /  ½  BOWL  7 LITRE

 

EE21 LH Bowl (EE22 RH Bowl)
770W x 480H x 155D  /  MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE

 

EE64
770W x 480H x 155D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2) 17 LITRE

 

EE71 LH Bowl (EE72 RH Bowl)
1135W x 480H x 155D  /  MAIN BOWL (x2) 17 LITRE

 

EE11 LH Bowl (EE12 RH Bowl)
1080W x 480H x 155D  /  MAIN BOWL 17 LITRE  /  ¾  BOWL  12 LITRE

 

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

Feature Accessories / 
Visit oliveri.com.au to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Featured products:  
Endeavour sink (EE11) and 
Essenitals swivel mixer 
(ES590)

14803003
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min
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Solitaire 

Features /
Proudly Aussie made 
The Solitaire is one of the many 
ranges of stainless steel sinks  
that we produce out of our 
factory in Adelaide.

Yours for life
All sinks bearing the signature 
Oliveri logo come with a lifetime 
manufacturer’s warranty*.

Premium material
Constructed from 304 grade, 
18/10 stainless steel for excellent 
hygiene and durability.

Undermount installation
Get the sleek and stylish look with 
an undermount installation.

Versatile design /
The unique round shape and deep 
bowl lends this design to many 
functions – try it in your laundry, 
as a butler’s prep bowl or in your 
alfresco kitchen.

Utility tray
Extends the versatility  
of your sink by  
providing extra space.

Surface protector
Fits over drainer to protect 
sink surface or over bowl  
to extend work space.

LR521 LH Bowl (LR522 RH Bowl)
950W x 500H x 180D  /  ROUND BOWL 24 LITRE

 

LR515
490W x 490H x 180D  /  ROUND BOWL 24 LITRE

  

LR510
490W x 490H x 180D  /  ROUND BOWL 24 LITRE

   

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

SS2540
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

SS2510
WELS 4 star 
7.5L per min

VT0426C
WELS 4 star 
6.5L per min

Feature Accessories /  Visit oliveri.com.au 
to explore all available accessories for your sink.

Featured products:  
Solitaire sink (LR510) and Essente 
goose neck mixer (SS2525)
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No more wash day blues. Choose the right sink and tap for your laundry /
The Sink 
In addition to our traditional, purpose-
built laundry tubs, other sinks may be 
considered suitable for use in the laundry. 
Look for a single deep bowl for soaking 
clothes or filling buckets. If space is limited, 
go for a standard single bowl kitchen sink.  

Colour 
Brighten up your laundry with some 
colour. This can be done with one of our 
copper Spectra or black Santorini sinks or 
maybe with a black or white Vilo mixer tap. 

Bench depth 
Make sure your bench is deep enough  
for your sink. 600mm is the standard 
depth of a kitchen bench; however this  
is often not enough for a big laundry tub. 
Laundry sinks are generally bigger than 
kitchen sinks, and you’ll have hoses  
tucked in behind your washing  
machine. We recommend a minimum 
650mm deep benchtop in the laundry.

Cabinet width 
You’ll also need to consider the size of your 
cabinets, as laundry sinks are normally 
larger than kitchen sinks. A large laundry 
tub may require even more space, for 
example the Oliveri TI70 laundry tub needs 
a minimum cabinet width of 700mm.

Pull-out and spray mixer taps 
A mixer tap with a pull out spray provides 
a little extra reach and makes for easy 
cleaning of the sink or washing clothes 
and is super handy when filling the  
mop bucket.

Overflow and Bypass plumbing
The Oliveri Laundry range is available with 
an overflow and bypass plumbing option. 
An overflow can safeguard against 
accidental overfilling, while the bypass 
plumbing will allow washing machine  
grey water to enter the drain even while 
the tub is in use.

Bypass plumbing 

Overflow option 

LOVE  
YOUR  
LAUNDRY
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Featured products:  
Laundry TI45 sink and  
Essential goose neck  
pull out mixer (ES520-P)

TI45 45 litre tub bowl 
TI45S 45 litre tub bowl with rinse bypass 
TI45S/OF 45 litre tub bowl with rinse bypass and overflow

590W x 470H x 235D  /  45 LITRE TUB BOWL

  

TI70 70 litre tub bowl 
TI70S 70 litre tub bowl with rinse bypass

630W x 550H x 305D  /  70 LITRE TUB BOWL

  

DU490U

590W x 470H x 235D  /  45 LITRE TUB BOWL

  

Taps / 
View all taps at oliveri.com.au

VT0398C 
WELS 4 star  
6.5L per min

VT0398B-GM
WELS 4 star  
6.5L per min

14816003
WELS 4 star  
7.5L per min

14803003
WELS 4 star  
7.5L per min



All our sinks have a 
Lifetime Warranty* 
*This warranty does not cover scratching or normal wear and tear, as these are not manufacturing faults. Please refer to oliveri.com.au for full warranty details.  


